Beihang University j ywang@b u aa . ed u. cn Deep Neural Networks undergo rapid development and have achieved notable successes in various tasks, including many security concerned scenarios . However, a considerable amount of works have proved its vulnerabili ty to adversaries . To address this problem , we propos e a Guided Robust and Efficient D ef ensive Model (GRED) integrating detection and recovery pro cesses together. From the lens of the properties of gradient distribution of adversarial examples, our model detects malicious inputs effectively, as well as recovering the ground-truth label with high accuracy. Compared with commonly used adversarial training methods, our model is more efficient and outperforms stateof-the-art adversarial trained models by a large margin up to 99% on MNIST, 89 % on CIFAR-10 and 87% on ImageNet subsets. When exclusivel y compared with previous adversarial detection methods, the detector of GRED is robust under all threat settings with a detection rate of over 95% against most of the attacks. It is also demonstrated by empiri cal assessment that our model could increase attacking cost significantly resulting in either unacceptable attacking time or human per ceptible image distortions .
Introduction
Deep Learning has achieved great success, especially in the field of computer vision . Multiple breakthroughs make it possible to deploy these models into real life applications , including autonomous driving [25] , face recognition [34] , industrial automation [29] etc .. However, firstly pointed out by Szegedy et al. [41] , deep neural networks can be fooled by adding small perturbations to the inputs , which are imperceptible to the human eyes. Since then, lots of work have proved the weakness of deep networks , particularly under computer vision context [l ]. These developments draw attention of academia to the security aspect of deep neural networks.
Since then, many defense methods have been proposed , Yufan Wu Beihang University wu y uf a n @bu aa . ed u. c n Shuchang Zhou Megvii zsc@ megvii . co m including robust optimization [26, 15] , model architectures modification [6, 13, 36, 42, 38] , input reconstruction [17] and some detection based methods [27, 28, 28, 19, 4, 24] . Though making seemingly promising progress against various emerging strong attacks, these methods still have some obstacles to alleviating real world security concerns. These obstacles include requiring large volume of computational resources [26] , being unresistant to white-box attacks [7] , non-scalable nor tested in bigger datasets and sometimes in need of modifying protected model architectures.
To effectively counteract with these problems , we propose a defensive model called Guided Robust and Efficient Defensive Model, namely, GRED. This model is inspired by the fact that most of the adversarial attacking algorithms use gradient information of target networks to guide their search for perturbations . The network gradient of adversarial examples may well become the Achilles ' heel of attacking algorithms. The GRED model consists of a detection and rectification pipeline. The detection process captures adversarial examples using a gradient-based image sensitivity monitor, and the rectification process recoveries true predictions of perturbed images using a gradient-guided rectifier (see Fig. 1 ). The experiment results over three commonly used datasets show that our model can completely defeat adversaries from several the state-of-the-art attacking algorithms and increase attack cost significantly. Though there are some preliminary works on this topic [12, 43] , we exclusively achieve this high performance and show that there are indeed some subtle differences between the norm of gradients of malicious and clean inputs in a more principled way.
The contribution of this paper can be concluded as:
• We find the intrinsic property that can differentiate between adversarial and benign examples guided by the gradient-based input sensitivity of target networks .
• The proposed adversarial example detector achieves a graceful performance (more than 95% detection accuracy) on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet under attacks of state-of-the-art algorithms , including Deepfool, CW [9] , DDN [35] , and PGD [26] .
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' ' ' • To the best of our knowledge , we are the first defense model that achieves such levels of robustness under attack of the DDN scheme, which was the champion of NIPS Adversarial Vision Challenge 2018 schemes and the based model of the challenge 2019.
• Our model also does not require extra modification to the model being protected. This feature is very useful for the neural network system already deployed in the real world.
The Basic Idea
In this section, we will briefly introduce our motivation and the inherent idea of our method.
Definition 1 (Classifier)
We defin e a neural network classifier as a fun ction f: JR M---+ [O, 1 f with a softma x fun ction as its output .
Definition 2 (Adversarial Sample) For a benign input x
and its pr edicted label y in the classifier f , we defin e its adversarial counterpart as (x' ,y' ), where llx-x'll2 < £and y -/-y'.
Definition 3 (Input Sensitivity (InSen)) For an input x
and its predicted label y, we defin e its input sensitivi ty as
where 2'(-) is the cross entropy loss fun ction off .
Since most of the adversarial attacks use network gradient of input images as a guide to search perturbations [30, 9, 35] , the input sensitivi ty, which is a form of gradient, of a benign sampl e and its adversarial counterpart usually have significant difference. The basic idea of our method is using InSen as features to design adversarial sample detectors. In order to prove our idea, we give following analysis.
For the sake of discussion, we decompose the classifier fas three parts :
1) The first part is a function that maps an input x into a representation vector z, which is denoted as z = g(x ).
2) The second part is a fully connection (FC) layer to calculate the prediction indexes of each classes. For the i-th class, the FC layer calculates an index a; = w! • z.
3) The third part is a softmax function to calculate the prediction probability of each class, which is denoted as y = c,( a). For class i, this part is in the form of A exp(a;) . y; = N , 1E {l , ... ,L} .
(2) L j =I exp(aj)
In other words, the classifier f is in the form of
Given two classes m, n, the label of the sample x with z = g(x ) is decided by the hyperplane as
We define a generalized distance of the sample x to the classification hyperplane as (5) For the sample x with the predicted class m, its input sensitivity is in the form of
Term I (6) where C1 = ( aa" -aa,,, ) and C2 = ( aaP -aa,,, ) Since the ax ax ax ax . predicted label of x is m, am > a,, and ( Wm -Wn) T z > 0. Therefore , the Term I in Eq. (6) is in direct proportion to Dist z(x ). In other words, the InSen S(x) of an example has an increasing trend when its generalized distance to the classification hyperplane decreases, i.e., Dist z (x) decrease. Therefore , we get following insights :
Insight I:The samples with closer distances to the classification hyperplane usually have lager input sensitivities .
Insight 11:For many adversarial attack methods [30, 9, 35] , the optimization object restricts size of the perturbations (such as restricting L2 metric of perturbations). Therefore, their adversarial examples are very likely just to cross the decision boundary. Thus, their input sensitivity should be bigger than normal input of that class due to a small Distz. Fig. 2 illustrates the L 2 norms of InSen for clean and malicious inputs from MNIST and CIFAR-10 (setups see the experiment section). The InSen size of clean data are very tiny, while that of the malicious data are quite gigantic . This empirical result confirmed our Insights. We can use the InSen as a feature to detect adversarial samples. 
Framework
In this section, we introduce each component and full processing pipeline of the Guided Robust and Efficient Defensive model (GRED). The GRED model consists of two components: a detector to distinguish adversarial examples from benign examples , and a rectifier to recover adversarial examples back to benign ones. The GRED model uses the data set :Z to train two classifiers. The first classifier adopts Xn ( or x,,) as inputs of a convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict their benign/adversarial labels, i.e., (8) where p+ E [0, 1] is the probability of the input being benign, p -E [0, 1] is the probability of being adversarial ones, and p+ + p-= 1. A similar classifier as (8) is also adopted by Gong et al. [14] to detect adversarial examples.
Adversarial Example Detector
However, as reported by Carlini and Wagner [7] , only using original image feature x is not enough for advance adversarial attack method defense. Therefore , GRED introduces the other classifier which uses S(x) as inputs of a CNN network to predict benign/adversarial labels, i.e., where S(x,y) is the input sensitivity of sample x, which is calculated using Eq. (1). The image label y is generated by the classifier to be protected. Both of the classifiers in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) are optimized using a cross entropy loss function as N 2 cnn = -L (l,; logpt + l; logp;;-) . (10) n= I Given an input, we denote the outputs of CNN 0 ,g and CNN sen as Po= (Pt, p-;;) and Ps = (p;, p;), respectively.
For the two predicted labels, GRED estimates the information entropy they could offer as
Ha= -[p ; log2(P;) + p;;-log2(P;;-)], Hs = -[p; log 2 (pt)+ p; log 2 (p;)] . (11) The prediction from the classifier that is more confident is adopted as the final prediction of GRED, i.e., 
Adversarial Example Rectifier
The design of the rectifier is inspired by the following insight:
Insight III: As mentioned in Sec. 2, the L2 norms of input sensitivity for adversarial examples are significant larger than benign examples. Thus, the pixels with large input sensitivity 1 a2 / dx;I are very likely to have been modified by the attack algorithm. Therefore, we conjecture ifwe remove the polluted pixels guided by their InSen, the attack effects of adversarial examples might be dampened. Table 1 are results of an experiment for verification . In the experiment , we use three methods , Deepfool [30] , CW [9] and DDN [35] , to generate adversarial examples for a VGG 11 network , and set the pixels with top 5% and 10% biggest 1 a2 / dzj as zero respectively. As shown in the table, when we use original adversarial examples to attack the VGG 11 network , the success rate is 100%, but when we use adversarial examples without top 5% high InSen pixels to attack, the success rate falls to only 63.7%. This experiment results confirmed our conjecture that high InSen could be used as indexes to pick polluted pixels out from an adversarial example . When the ratio of removed pixels increases , the success rate increases again. The reason is too many zero pixels may reduce the accuracy of the classifier. This requires us to design an elaborate approach to pick out the polluted pixels . Based on the phenomenon revealed by Tab. 1, we proposed our rectifier model.
We define an adversarial example that is detected by the detector as a matrix X, where the element Xa b is the pixel at the location ( a, b) 1 . We select a pixel as a s~spect when its InSen larger than a threshold as (13) where Smax and Smin are the maximum and minimum values of pixel's InSen in the image X , and ex is a perset parameter to control the ratio of suspect pixels.
For a suspect pixel, GRED randomly disables it using two random numbers X ran and Uran as
where Uran E { 0, 1} follows a Bernoulli distribution. If In this way, we can generate many randomized duplicates for every adversarial example X;. We collect these randomized duplicates as a data set :?£,.an, and use :?£,.an to fine tune the original image classifier f as the rectifier f ree -Compared with the original image classifier f , the rectifier f ree is more robust to adversarial examples. However, its performance for benign examples is a little worse than f due to some image information in :Z,.a n were erased by the randomization. In order to combine the advantages of both f and fr ee • We only use the rectifier to classify the adversarial examples picked out by the detector, and still handle benign examples with the original classifier.
Experiment

Dataset
In the experiments , we test our model with three popular image datasets. All the pixels are scaled to fall in [0,1]. 1) MNIST [23] contains 70,000 greyscale images of handwritten digits from O to 9. In the dataset, 60,000 images are for training and 10,000 for testing. The image size is 28 x 28.
2) CIFAR-10 [20] contains 60,000 color images corresponding to 10 different object classes. In the dataset, 10,000 images are for training and 50,000 for testing . The image size is 32 x 32.
3) ImageNet [11] is a large natural image dataset containing over 1.2 million images. We select images of 20 object classes from the dataset for our experiment. Each class contains 1,040 training samples and 260 test samples . All these images are resized to 25 6 x 25 6 and center cropped to 224 x 224.
Adversarial Examples Generation
We use VGG 11 [37] as base classifier on the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. Our base classifiers obtain test accuracy of 99.17 % and 84.41 % on MNIST and CIFAR-10 respectively. For our ImageNet subset, we use a pre-trained ResNet152 [18] with 95.25 % prediction accuracy on the test set.
Experiments are conducted on five extensively used and state of the art attacks, which are FGSM [15] , Deepfool (DFool) [30] , PGD [26] , CW [9] and DDN [35] . For each algorithm, we evaluate our model on two types of threats, i.e., untargeted and targeted [l ]. 2) Targeted Atta ck: For an image with an original predicted label Y tru e, its targeted adversarial counterpart is successful only when the perturbed label y' satisfies y' = Y t arget , Y target -/=-Yt rue • In our experiments , the given target label Y t arget is chosen randomly.
In the experiments , we mark the untargeted version of attack algorithms with the postfix "-U", and the targeted attack version with "-T". FGSM and Deepfool only have untargeted version, while PGD, CW, DDN have both targeted and untargeted versions.
Then we evaluate our model under three attack scenarios: black-box , white-box , and grey-box.
1) Black-box Atta ck: The attacker has no access to the classifier model and does not know if the model is under protection.
2) Grey-box Atta ck: The attacker has knowledge of the network parameters and structures of the target model but is not aware that the target model is under the protection of some defensive mechanism . MN Table 2 . Summary of the adversary success rate and detector prediction performance for grey-box scenario . Attack Rate stands for adversary success rate.
3) White-box Atta ck:
The attacker is aware that the target model is under the protection of a specific defense, and has full access to the target model and the defensive scheme.
Performance of Detector
In this section we evaluate our detector in different attack scenarios . All the detectors use a VGG 11 unless specified. Here, we compare the proposed detector DETcRED with three baselines: 1) DET 0 ,g uses original image as input to train a detector [14] (see Eq. (8)).
2) DETsat uses saliency maps of network middle layers as features to train a detector, which is first propose d by Zhang et al. [43] .
3) DET1s only uses input sensitivity to train a detector (see Eq. (9)). 
Performances
The Grey-box Attacks
For grey-box attacks, the attacker has full access to base classifiers' structures and parameters, but the attacker does not know the existence of our detector. According to the definition of grey-box attacks mentioned above, adversarial examples are not optimized for the detector. This is a favorable condition for our detector, since the enemies are exposed, but we are in a shelter. Firstly, we evaluate detection performance of our model in a grey-box scenario.
Tab. 2 shows results of grey-box attacks. As shown in the table, we observe that:
1) The DETcRED achieves above 95% accuracy for all datasets and all attacks, which indicates our model's high effectiveness. ROC results are listed in Fig. 3 .
2) The DET 0 ,g and DE'I'sat perform well on MNIST, but they perform poorly on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. This result indicts that it is not suitable to use original images or saliency maps solely as features to detect adversarial examples is not suitable for natural images.
3) DET1s has good performance for all of the three datasets, which verifies the Insight I we proposed in Sec. 2. 4) For FGSM and PGD attacks, the performance of DET 0 ,g is better than DET1s -As we would analyze later in the black-box scenario, the input sensitivities of adversarial examples from these two attacks are not as high as other attacks. The reason lies behind is they are not bounded by L2 norm, while they are easily detected by DET 0 ,g as the pixel space distortion is big enough. 5) DETcRED benefits from both DET1s and DET 0 ,g using Eq. (12) and achieves the best average performance (estimated by Win Count), which is close to the better one between DETt s and DET 0 ,g for most of the time.
The Black-box Attacks
In real world applications, it is hardly possible for attackers to have full access to classification models. Due to the transferability of adversary, attacker can still generate adversarial examples on an open-source model to launch the attack. Therefore, we simulate this situation by evaluating our detector in the black-box attack scenario. Black-box attacks is harder than grey-box, because our detector is not directly optimized for the adversarial examples generated by the attacker. In other words, we are in a shelter and enemies are partly in a shelter too.
In the experiment, we transfer adversarial examples from a trained CWnet [9] for MNIST and CIFAR-10 with 99.08% and 84.13% accuracy respectively. For ImageNet, we use a pre-trained InceptionV3 [40] with 94.58 % accuracy (on our ImageNet subset). The experiment results are listed in Tab. 3. The result shows that, 1) The performance of DET c RED is at least 92% under all conditions . In particular, we successfully defeat DDN [35] , which ranks first in untargeted track and third in targeted track of NIPS 2018 Adversarial Visual Challenge [5] .
2) The performance of DET1s decreases for FGSM and PGD. But the attack success rates also decrease drastically. Therefore, they are not substantial threats to our defense method.
According to our Insight II, DETt s is sensitive to L2 bounded attackers while FGSM and PGD are Loo bounded. Thus, they have relatively larger perturbations and smaller input sensitivities which is more closer to that of clean images.
To further verify our hypothesis , we calculate the Li norm of InSen for adversarial examples from FGSM and PGD. From the statistics, it is proved that their InSen is quite similar with that of benign examples. Exactly opposite to what is shown in Fig. 2 , the InSen of L2 bounded adversarial examples is significantly higher than that of benign examples.
The White-box Attacks
In this scenario, attackers have full knowledge of our defensive model and they can generate adversarial examples accordingly. We evaluate our model under targeted and untargeted attacks. For targeted attacks, we use the method proposed by Carlini&Wagner [7] , which treats our GRED model as a L + 1 classifier, i.e., L natural classes and an adversarial class. For the untargeted attacks, we adopt a two-stage scheme to search for perturbations. See details in supplementary.
As suggested by Carlini and Wagner [7] , a successful white-box attack should not be detected by the detector as well as fooling the classifier. The adversarial examples that cannot bypass the detector or fail to fool the classifier are not successful. Therefore, we use success rate of adversarial examples to evaluate performance of our detectors. We consider an attacker fails when its attack success rates is less than 50%. From Tab. 5 and Tab. 4, we can see that, 1) Our model GRED can successfully defeat FGSM, PGD, and CW.
2) Our model achieves full success on ImageNet subset. The defense fails when it is tested against the untargeted Deepfool on CIFAR-10, untargeted DDN on MNIST and targeted DDN on CIFAR-10. We highlighted these failed defenses with blue in the table.
However, does this defense really fail?
We need to open the box to look into some details. Tab. 6 given the L2 perturbations of these three "failed" cases. As shown in the table, for the untargeted case, there are some examples which can bypass our defense, but it is at the cost of increasing the mean L2 perturbation 40% or even 1200%. Fig. 4 gives example perturbed images. The noise can be observed by human easily! Therefore, we cannot say these samples are "successful".
Besides, for the targeted DDN case, of which the L2 perturbations is very small, we still cannot say the attack is "success" due to huge computing resource consumption . In our experiments, it spends about 40 hours to train the tar- geted DDN attacker over 10,000 CIFARlO dataset. However, if we train the same attacker to the classifier without detector over the same dataset, it only spent one hour. We believe the time consumption becomes unacceptable for training an attacker that can fool a classifier protected by our detector when it comes to a huge real-world image dataset.
Performance of Rectifier
Next, we test the performance of the rectifier. The implementation of the rectifier includes two steps: 1) generating images with InSen guided random mask; 2) using the masked images to fine tune classifier. Both two steps contribute performance improvement to the rectifier. Therefore, we conduct analysis on these two steps respectively.
We first evaluate how different masking rate influences the performance of InSen guided rectification. the rectifier performance on adversarial examples of our Im-ageNet subset. We vary the parameter a, which controls the masking rate, in Eq. (13) from 10% to 90%. Obviously, neither too large nor too small a is a good choice. Too small a cannot eliminate the influence of adversarial perturbations; too large a may cause loss of too much image information.
As shown in Fig. 5 , a reasonable masking rate is around 0.3 -0.6 depending on attack methods. The classification accuracy can reach more than 80% under the grey-box condition.
Secondly, we use previously found optimal a value to mask adversarial examples and uses the masked examples to fine tune the base classifier as a rectifier. The first part of Tab. 7 lists the adversarial example classification performance of the rectifiers for different datasets under greybox condition. As shown by the table , the recovery performance for the adversarial examples can reach over 85% in most cases. This defense performance is superior to stateof-the-art adversarial trained models including Madry Defense [26] and DDN [35] . The recovering performance in black-box and white-box conditions are similar. We do not list them due to the space limitation. 
Performance of joint defense
Finally, we estimate the end-to-end performance of the GRED model by combining the detector and the rectifier into a pipeline. Full model architecture is in Fig. 1 .
In real world applications, adversarial and benign examples are mixed. Therefore, we build datasets where adversarial and benign examples are in equal proportions. The second part of Tab. 7 records the performance of joint defense in this condition (grey-box attacks). The original classification performance for benign examples over these datasets are also listed for your reference. We can see that the defense performance of the GRED model can easily reach over 90% accuracy on end-to-end mixed classification task. This result verifies the effectiveness of our GRED model for end-to-end adversarial examples defense .
It is worthy of mention that, 1) Here we train our PGD detectors using the same parameters reported in [26] on MNIST and CIFAR-10. Their adversarial trained Wide ResNet/simple ResNet can only achieve around 45% accuracy on CIFAR-10, while our VGG 11 classifier could achieve more than 80%. The situation is same for MNIST. This also dampens their claim on the influence of model capacity to the robustness.
2) Our VGGl 1 achieves 99% and 88% on MNIST and CIFAR-10 respectively, while adversarial trained Incep-tionV3 using DDN [35] only achieves 87% and 67%.
Related Work
Previous research on finding adversarial examples assume attackers have full access to the models called "white box" attacks. Many widely applied attacks leverage gradient of the model to guide their search towards efficient perturbations [9, 21, 15, 39, 30, 35, 26] . In a more realistic setting, direct access to the target model is not always available to attackers. Thus, subsequent work also focuses on "black box" attacks [31, 32, 2, 16] . From an optimization perspective, to search for a suitable adversarial perturbation is to solve a certain object function with constrained noise payload under some measures like I..o,L2,Loo .
The methods proposed to mitigate the threats of adver-saries could mainly be divided into two categories. One is to make robust predictions against adversaries directly. This could be done in various approaches including robust optimization, model architecture modification and inference time reconstruction of inputs. 1) Robust optimization [26, 15] mainly augments the training data by adding adversarial examples to train a robust classifier. It usually requires online update of training data consuming exorbitant time and computational resources which makes it difficult at ImageNet scale [22] . 2) Modifying model architectures [6, 13, 36, 42, 38] typically means manipulating the model gradients to make it intractable at inference time for adversarial attacks or use sub networks like defensive distillation [33] . These methods have also been proved to be ineffective [3, 10] . 3) Reconstruction of inputs [17] during inference time could remove input perturbations to some extent so that the input could be classified correctly. This method could also be bypassed with BPDA [3] which approximates the gradient of the target network.
Considering the hardness of counteracting attacks directly, another main stream of method focuses on the detection of adversarial examples. Approaches include using auxiliary neural networks [27, 28] to decide if input is clean or adversarial, using statistical methods to verify properties of the image or the network parameters [28, 19, 4, 24] . However, Carlini and Wagner proved that under calibrated attacks these methods are still ineffective [7, 8] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we reveal that one intrinsic property, the Input Sensitivity, can differentiate adversarial examples from clean images and proposed a adversarial attacking defense model named as GRED based on the property. Our model is more efficient and outperforms state-of-the-art adversarial trained models by a large margin: up to 99% on MNIST, 89% on CIFAR-10 and 87% on ImageNet subsets. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to achieve these levels of robustness under attacks of SOTA methods like DDN.
